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Solar Panel Monitoring

Solar collectors and their function

Solar collectors or even entire photovoltaic systems consist of photovoltaic cells that convert solar 
energy into electricity. During installation, individual solar modules are combined into assem-
blies and mounted in a frame. In this way, sunlight is used to generate environmentally friendly 
electricity for general household use. Photovoltaic systems also generate enough electricity for 
industrial use. In order to use the power generation system properly, an appropriate monitoring 
or management system is needed. This ensures real-time data and data logging about the so-
lar system hardware, solar system setting, energy conversion efficiency and power consumption. 

Facts and figures on solar power in Germany

 » 2 mio. PV systems installed by the end of 2020 

 » 51 TWh electricity generated by PV systems in 2020 

 » 54 GWp installed PV capacity in 2020 

 » 34,9 mio. t avoided CO2 emissions in 2020 

Development of solar power production in Germany

Source: Bundesverband Solarwirtschaft e. V. (2021): „Statistische Zahlen der deutschen Solarstrombranche (Photovoltaik)“, Berlin

Source: Bundesverband Solarwirtschaft e. V. (2021): „Statistische Zahlen der deutschen Solarstrombranche (Photovoltaik)“, Berlin
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Challenge

When implementing the right surveillance sys-
tem, there can be specific challenges. On the 
one hand, the hardware should withstand 
the harsh environment, such as the heat of 
the sun or even storms. Secondly, the collec-
ted data must be transferred to a cloud. This 
is done via wireless communication. Another 
challenge is the connectivity between diffe-
rent PV, SCADA and power monitoring systems. 
This is needed if several photovoltaic sys-
tems are to be monitored. Nowadays, not 

only are electricity meters read for accura-
te data collection and energy efficiency, but 
entire smart grid systems are integrated to 
protect the plant owner from contract failure 
and to adjust electricity consumption to pow-
er availability. A well-functioning monitoring 
system can maximise the energy yield of the 
solar collectors and ensure continuous yields. 
 

Problem solving

The POC series makes it possible to upload the 
collected data from the solar collectors to the 
cloud or to a database, thus creating seamless 
connectivity. The POC series is fanless and spe-
cially designed for working in industrial envi-
ronments. Thanks to its slim design, the POC 
series is also ideal for use in confined spaces.

 

With the combination of a new 10 nm Atom® 
CPU, Ethernet ports and ultra-compact housing 
with the possibility of upgrading functions, the 
POC-400 and POC-40 are a compact and at the 
same time versatile embedded controller, which 
are suitable for controlling numerous indust-
rial applications, such as in the energy sector. 
 

POC-40 series

POC-400 series
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When monitoring solar panels, the POC systems offer important advantages. As the POC series is mainly 
designed for use in harsh environments, the fanless hardware also enables continuous operation in the 
extended temperature range from -25°C up to 70°C. 

Other advantages are:
• Extremely robust construction for particularly volatile environmental conditions
• Shock and vibration resistant operation with MIL-STD-810G certification
• Efficient and patented heat dissipation design
• Compact dimensions for use in confined spaces
• Wall or DIN-rail mounting
•  
Connectivity and expandability:
• Ethernet capability
• Up to USB3.1 Gen1
• Up to 2.5G Ethernet connectivity
• Connection ports with screw locking for secure networking
• WiFi 6/ WiFi 5/ 5G/ 4G wireless communication, expansion via Mini PCIe module
• MezIO socket for function expansion

Information on processing power: 
• POC-500 Series: AMD Ryzen Embedded +   
 Radeon GPU
• POC-400 Series: Intel 10nm Elkhart Lake   
 Atom (Quad-Core) + Google TPU-enabled
• POC-300 Series: Intel Apollo Lake Atom
• POC-200 Series: Intel Bay Trail Atom
• POC-120 Series: Intel Atom E3826
• POC-40 Series: Intel 10nm Elkhart Lake   
 Atom (Dual-Core)

Advantages of the POC systems
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 ▶  Please contact us if you have any further questions about the POC series. 
  We look forward to your enquiry. 

info@bressner.de  +49 8142 47284-70

About BRESSNER Technology

www.bressner.de

As a provider and value-added distributor for industrial hardware solutions, BRESSNER Technolo-
gy GmbH has been offering high-quality products, components and accessories for over 25 years. 
With our range of services, we serve all sectors in which industrially usable hardware solutions are 
required. Many years of experience, customer-oriented service and sound know-how round off our 
portfolio. BRESSNER Technology GmbH is a subsidiary of One Stop Systems Inc.
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